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Problem statement
Driving Licenses and Vehicle Registration 
Certificates can now be accessed through 

Mobile App. integration of DigiLocker with 
Driving Licenses (DL) & Vehicle Registration 

Certificates (RC). With this integration people 
no longer need to carry around physical no longer need to carry around physical 
copies of their RCs and Driving Licenses. 

They can instead access digital copies of the 
same on their mobile phones via the 

DigiLocker mobile app. We want further 
development of app to check the insurance as 
well as pollution expiry details through same 

app.



Developments in existing system
✖App contains driving license & 

vehicle registration certificates
✖We have added the options to check 

the insurance as well as pollution the insurance as well as pollution 
expiry details
✖For the ease of users, it contains  

other easily usable options



Diriving licesence, vehicle registration 
number, insurance details, pollution number, insurance details, pollution 
details.

 In addition, aadhar card, passport, pan 
card, etc.

Digi wallet for any kind of fine & challan
Guide for driving rules & traffic rules 
Emergency assistance
Qr code to access the details



User login screen
The screen has login 
details

Detail info of app

Register screen
In this screen, the 
user need to enter 
his/her details.



Dashboard user screen
The dash contians all 
the required option we 
have in our app
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Upload docs
In this page, the user 
can upload the 
documents



My docs
In this page the user 
can see all the 
uploaded documents.
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PUC details 
In this page the user 
has to fill the PUC 
details by 
himself/herself.



Insurance Details
In this page the user 
has to fill the 
insurance details.
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Digi Wallet
The digi wallet will be 
provided for any kind 
of challan/fine



Need Assitance
Any kind of help the 
person required on the 
road. 
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Guide
This guide is provided 
for all kinds of rules 
and regulations.



Sharing of documents
This function helps the user 

to share valid documents available 
on the app with any kind 
government officials.

The link will be created after 
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The link will be created after 
uploading the documents on the 
app. That link will be sharable & 
secured for the user to share the 
data.   



Less time consuming:
As the user is sharing the documents 

online with link created on app, so there is 
no need to stay in long line or que.

No use of paper:
As the user is sharing documents 

Advantages

As the user is sharing documents 
online, user dont need to use paper, which 
will reduce the cutting of tree & pollution 
will reduce.

Corruption free:
As all the details of fines & challan is 

available in the app, so the user dont have to 
pay much.



Thanks!


